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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are the network administrator for Contoso, Ltd. Many users have Windows 10 Enterprise
laptops, and your IT department configures all of the to use BitLocker on all fixed drives.
Many users carry sensitive corporate data on their USB drives.
You need to enable BitLocker for these USB drives.
Which key protector option should you use?
A. TPM+Password
B. TPM+PIN
C. a smartcard
D. a startup key
Answer: A
Explanation:
https://www.groovypost.com/howto/use-bitlocker-encryption-windows-10/

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following is the MOST effective method for dealing with the spreading of a
network worm that exploits vulnerability in a protocol?
A. Stop the service until an appropriate security fix is installed.
B. Install the vendor's security fix for the vulnerability.
C. Block the protocol traffic in the perimeter firewall.
D. Block the protocol traffic between internal network segments.
Answer: A

Explanation:
Stopping the service and installing the security fix is the safest way to prevent the worm from
spreading, if the service is not stopped, installing the fix is not the most effective method
because the worm continues spreading until the fix becomes effective. Blocking the protocol
on the perimeter does not stop the worm from spreading to the internal network(s). Blocking
the protocol helps to slow down the spreading but also prohibits any software that utilizes it
from working between segments.

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. STANDBY
B. DBO_ONLY
C. BULK_LOGGED
D. CHECKSUM
E. SIMPLE
F. RESTART
G. CONTINUE_AFTER_ERROR
H. NO_CHECKSUM
I. Differential
J. COPY_ONLY
K. SKIP
L. NORECOVERY
M. FULL
N. Transaction log
Answer: M

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are designing a ScaleIO solution for a workload of 12,000 IO/sec with a profile of 60% reads,
40% writes. What is the total I/O rate that can be expected in ScaleIO devices due to this
workload?
A. 16,800 IO/sec
B. 24,000 IO/sec
C. 4,800 IO/sec
D. 19,000 IO/sec
Answer: A
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